Nigeria competed in the Olympic Games for the first time at the 1952 Summer Olympics in Helsinki, Finland. To date, Nigeria has won 2 Gold medals at the Olympics Games. Find all the names in **bold** of the Nigerian athletes who won a Gold Olympic medal. Words are hidden in straight lines, going frontwards, backwards and diagonally.

**Did you know?**
Chioma Ajunwa is the first Nigerian to win an Olympic gold medal as well as the first African woman to win an Olympic gold medal in a field event. She won the women’s long jump at the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta.

**Did you know?**
Members of the Nigerian Football Team won a Gold medal at the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta when they won against Argentina in Football.

Chioma Ajunwa  
Victor Ikpeba  
Jay-Jay Okocha  
Sunday Oliseh  
Daniel Amokachi  
Emmanuel Amuneke  
Dosu Joseph  
Mobi Oparaku  
Wilson Oruma  
Nwankwo Kanu  
Tijani Babangida  
Celestine Babayaro  
Emmanuel Babayaro  
Teslim Fatusi  
Garba Lawal  
Abiodun Obafemi  
Kingsley Obiekwu  
Uche Okechukwu  
Taribo West